OPENING SESSION
(DAY 1)
(1.00 pm - 1.30pm)

ONE SUSTAINABLE WORLD, LEAVING NO ONE BEHIND

WE NEED TO BUILD PARTNERSHIPS TO FACE GLOBAL ISSUES
COP26

SHARE EXPERIENCE

BOTTOM UP

CHANGE BEGINS LOCALLY

PEOPLE BEING HEARD
INCLUSIVE & DEMOCRATIC PARTICIPATION

FORUM
CITIES & REGIONS FOR INTERNATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS
29 - 30 Nov '21

Visuals by Joyce from Visuality.Eu
SESSION 2  (1:30 PM - 2:00 PM)
"Sustainable & Green Recovery"
"Participatory Citizenship & Good Governance"

CLIMATE CHANGE

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IS VITAL FOR GOOD GOVERNANCE IN CITIES

NAIROBI

1. CITY/NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANS
2. POLICY & LEGISLATION
3. PUBLIC-PURPOSE PROJECTS

USE THE SDG's AS A BASIS IN POST-COVID RECOVERY

CITIES & LOCAL REGIONS PLAY A CRUCIAL ROLE IN CLIMATE CHANGE

EXAMPLES OF ACTIVITIES IN YOUTH/ART CENTERS:
- Citizen Assessments
- Joint Citizen Workshops
- Citizen Festivals

FORUM
CITIES & REGIONS
FOR INTERNATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS
29 - 30 Nov '21

Visuals by Joyce from Visuality.Eu
SESSION 1 (1.00 pm - 1.30 pm)
PRESENTATION OF THE COMING "TEAM EUROPE PARTNERSHIPS PORTAL"

DAY 2

4 MAIN OBJECTIVES:
1. DATABASE FOR NATIONAL/REGIONAL
2. MATCHMAKING BETWEEN LOCAL AUTHORITIES
3. MULTI-STAKEHOLDER APPROACH
4. TECHNICAL EXPERTISE

NEW TEAM EUROPE PARTNERSHIPS PORTAL

IT'S BEING COOKED BUT NOT OPERATIONAL YET

SEND US A MESSAGE

FIND PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

FIND PROJECTS FROM EU PARTNERS

FORUM CITIES & REGIONS FOR INTERNATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS
29 - 30 Nov '21

Visuals by Joyce from Visuality.eu
SESSION 3: (3.20 pm - 4.30 pm)
DEBATE BETWEEN REPRESENTATIVES
FROM LRA'S & EU INSTITUTIONS
BUILDING ON PARTICIPANTS
RECOMMENDATIONS

DAY 2

CITIES NEED TO IDENTIFY THE OUTCOMES LINKED TO THE SDG'S FOR THEIR PROJECTS!

"I'M STRUCK BY THE IMPORTANCE OF FINANCE HERE" IN ORDER TO MANAGE INDEPENDENCE FROM CENTRAL GOVERNMENT

GET SECONDARY CITIES ACCESS TO SAME RESOURCES

IMPORTANCE OF BLENDING

MAIN GOALS SDG'S:
BE EFFECTIVE "ON THE GROUND" AT THE LOCAL LEVEL

2 PRINCIPLES:
- GEOPHILIZATION
- RESOURCES...
AND KEEP TRACK OF EFFECTIVENESS.

SUSTAINABLE & GREEN RECOVERY

WE WILL BE SUPPORTING MORE LOCAL PROJECTS & FUNDING

SHARING INFORMATION IS KEY TO MAKE PROGRESS & KNOW WHAT IS HAPPENING ELSEWHERE IN THE WORLD.

GET SECONDARY CITIES ACCESS TO SAME RESOURCES

REPORTING BACK:

PARTICIPATORY CITIZENSHIP & GOOD GOVERNANCE

3 KEY ELEMENTS:
- EFFICIENCY
- FLEXIBILITY
- CONCRETE ACTIONS

WE WANT ACTION!

1. COVID & ITS RESILIENCE
2. SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF CHANGE
3. ENGAGING WITH CITIZENS & COMMUNITIES

COOPERATION "MULTI-ACTORS"

I ONLY SEE OPPORTUNITIES DUE TO COVID TO LOOK FOR MORE SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS

INSPIRATIONAL STORIES:

CITIZEN FORUM (DOMINICAN REPUBLIC)
CULTURAL ACTIVITIES (MOLDEBEEK (BRUSSELS)

GENDER INEQUALITIES & HUMAN RIGHTS
LOCAL DEMOCRACY

SIGNIFICANT CHALLENGES:
- NOT ENOUGH CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT
- LACK OF CLARITY ON FINANCIAL SUPPORT
- SUPPORT LOCAL & REGIONAL DEMOCRACIES

FOCUS: ENGAGE WOMEN & OTHER VULNERABLE GROUPS
CLOSING SESSION

DAY 2

(4:30 PM - 5:00 PM)

THE FUTURE:

I'M HAPPY TO SEE:

- Richness of ideas
- Enthusiasm
- New fertile connections

4 KEY CHALLENGES:

1. Cities & regions are at the frontline of global changes.

2. Climate change: cities will be more affected.

3. Inequalities: we must close the gap.

4. Local participation: participatory citizenship & good governance.

THE FUTURE:

- More collaboration
- More participation
- More funding sustainable projects

FORUM
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